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The home estate, granges and smaller properties
of Waverley Abbey
MARK SERVICE
Although the available histories of Waverley Abbey give a reasonable amount of information about the abbey
itself there is little information in their pages about its granges and other properties. The larger properties are
usually listed but the reader is not informed of their locations or the extent of their boundaries and the majority
of the smaller properties are not mentioned at all. Waverley Abbey is important as Britain’s first Cistercian
monastery, yet far less is known about it than the later, richer, foundations. The aim of this paper is to define
the locations and extent of the abbey’s properties enabling a review and analysis of the archaeological evidence
present that was not previously possible.
Introduction
On-site interpretation of monastic houses tends to concentrate on the abbey buildings and
the daily lives of the monks within the abbey precincts. The visitor to Waverley Abbey,
therefore, is told that it was home in 1187 to 120 lay brethren and 70 religious (AnnMon, ii,
344) but is not informed of the number and whereabouts of the estates needed to support
them. In fact, even though it was a relatively modestly endowed house, Waverley owned or
benefited from the produce and rental of nearly 50 properties in at least six counties.
Starting with the home estate and continuing with the granges, this paper identifies the
locations of Waverley’s possessions in chronological order of acquisition. The boundaries of
the larger holdings are defined and any archaeological evidence within these, such as standing
buildings, excavation, field walking, aerial photography and field research, is discussed.
Where acreages are given, the metric equivalents, calculated on the basis of statute acres,
have also been shown. However, it should be noted that there is the possibility that pre-c1810
acreages may be customary and not statute acres. The tithe apportionment acreages are
always statute.
A NOTE ON SOURCES

The original cartulary of Waverley Abbey has been lost so historians have had to rely on the
Waverley Annals (AnnWav). This document was compiled between 1128 and 1291 and
concentrates on events in the history of the abbey and the realm rather than matters
pertaining to the abbey’s estates. There are four documents that list the holdings of the abbey
between its foundation and dissolution. These are a Papal Bull of Eugenius III of 1147 (see
p 228), a charter of Richard I of 1187 (see p 237), a taxation roll of 1291 (see p 247) and the
Valor Ecclesiasticus of 1535 (see p 251). To these may be added the crown grant to Sir William
Fitzwilliam of 1537 in which the properties lately owned by Waverley Abbey and granted
to Sir William are listed (see p 252).
There have been a number of histories of Waverley Abbey, notably Manning & Bray’s
The History and Antiquities of Surrey (1804–14), Dugdale’s Monasticon Anglicanum (1817–30),
Baigent’s On the Abbey of the Blessed Mary of Waverley (1883), Robo’s A Little History of the Abbey
of St Mary of Waverley (1949) and the second volume of the Victoria History of the County of Surrey
(1905). All these have been used in the preparation of the present paper together with the
primary sources they cite and many they do not.
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The precinct and the home estate
THE EXTENT OF THE HOME ESTATE

On the foundation of the abbey in 1128, William Giffard, Bishop of Winchester, granted the
house land at Waverley, 2 acres of meadow at Elsted, together with pannage for swine and
liberty to cut wood for fuel and other purposes in his woods at Farnham (TNA: C 66, 11
Edward II, pt ii, m 36). Giffard’s charter sets out the bounds of the abbey estate as follows:
From the oak at Tileford called King’s Oak, along the king’s high-way to Farnham as
far as Wynterbourne; and from thence along the bank which runs from Farnham to the
hill called Richarde’s Hulle; and across the said hill and the bridge of Waneford to the
meadow of Tileford called Ilvethammes-mede; and so to the oak from whence this
perambulation sets out.
From these details it is possible to work out the approximate boundary of the home estate.
While Richard’s Hill (it is referred to as ‘Rickett’s Hill’ in Robo 1928, 14) does not appear
on any map, the Winterbourne still flows and is shown as such, or as the Bone or Bourne,
on maps of various dates. Land at Tilford was known as ‘Elthams’ as late as 1784 when it
was referred to as such in a Court Roll of 28 October of that year (SHC: 1487/5/1). The
King’s Oak was thought by Hallam (1988, 2, 574n) to be the predecessor of the great oak
by Tilford Green, but it is unlikely the estate stretched that far. A plan of the Tilford estate
made in 1767 (SHC: 1487/23/4) shows the southern extent of Waverley’s land running
east–west from the Farnham road to the Wey, over 500m from Tilford Green.
The Cistercians benefited from their lands being exempt from tithe, although the benefit
was limited, by a decision of the Lateran Council of 1215, to lands already acquired and those
brought into cultivation after that date (Platt 1969, 57). The introduction to the tithe
apportionment for the parish of Farnham (1840) notes that:
Certain lands called or known by the name of the Waverley Abbey Lands of which
George Thomas Nicholson of Waverley Abbey Esq. is the owner, and the total estimated
in statute measure of which lands amounts to 496 acres, 24 perches […] by reason of
their having been formerly part and parcel of the possessions of Waverley Abbey and
having been so enjoyed by the said abbey at the time of the dissolution of the monasteries
and ever since are absolutely exempt from the payment of tithes.
Other fields in different hands are also noted as being tithe free because they were formerly
in the possession of the abbey, and the whole tithe-free area amounts to 588 acres (238ha)
(fig 1; appendix 1, see Endnote).
The remains of the outer boundary
To the east of the modern entrance to the site of the abbey there is an ironstone wall between
2 and 3m in height protecting Tilford Mill from the road. This runs north-east then turns
south-east and is integrated with the mill buildings. Although the construction of the wall
probably dates to the 18th or 19th century it may incorporate some medieval fabric or
foundations. The boundary would have continued as a wall up to the point where a track
leaves the main Farnham to Elstead road at SU 872 454. About 200m down this track a
hollow-way begins, separating the track from the hill to the east. This becomes very much
deeper after another 100m and it is possibly an old track, replaced by the later one when it
became too deep. The hollow-way continues running south-east and becomes known as
Friar’s Way before it joins Sheephatch Lane. At SU 872 449 another hollow-way diverges
from the route and runs almost south-west to join Sheephatch Lane at Sheephatch Farm.
This route would have been entirely on Waverley Land as at SU 8726 4486, just south of
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Fig 1 Waverley Abbey estates. The boundary of the home estate (© Crown copyright Ordnance Survey. All rights
reserved)

the main hollow-way, a boundary wall runs due south to join Sheephatch Lane at SU 8729
4468 (fig 2).
This wall is of rough courses of ironstone about 30cm long and 6–10cm thick with a
maximum height of 1.5m built on a bank with an external ditch. There is no evidence that
the wall continued either to the north or south but there is a bank and ditch running along
the north side of Sheephatch Lane until it meets the hollow-way referred to above. Here,
the lane descends 25m in 250m. Where the road crosses the river Wey the boundary would
have been the western bank of the river. At SU 870 439 the boundary crossed what is now
a large field, meeting the Tilford Road at SU 868 437. The original hedge or wall must have
been removed some time after 1767 when it is shown on the plan of the Tilford Estate referred
to above. There is now no sign of it either on the ground or on aerial photographs.
The 1767 estate map shows the boundary running along the east side of the Tilford Road
and there is a bank and external ditch alongside the road dividing it from the triangular patch
of wood at the junction of Tilford Road and Sheephatch Lane. From here until the Tilford
Road crosses the Bourne stream, the boundary is marked by a bank and external ditch on
the east side of Tilford Road. The Bourne stream then makes a natural boundary to the north
of the estate, flowing in a steep-sided valley before crossing what is now Waverley Lane at
SU 861 460 and joining the river Wey at SU 862 462. From this point the Wey itself forms
the boundary until it flows under the road and past the mill at the present entrance to the
abbey precinct.
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Fig 2 Waverley Abbey estates. Boundary wall north of Sheephatch Lane
THE PRECINCT

The first archaeological work at Waverley was undertaken by Harold Brakspear between
1899 and 1903. Brakspear’s excavations were extensive, encompassing the wider precinct
buildings, not just those of the church and cloister (Keevil 2001, 1) However, he did not find
the boundary wall or dyke that would have enclosed the buildings of the abbey but estimated
it to have run ‘along the line of the old road that formerly entered the grounds at the present
lodge, passed in front of the house and out on the south side of the kitchen garden; the line
being still marked by the remains of some old trees’ (Brakspear 1905, 14). Figure 3 shows
Brakspear’s suggested precinct boundary.
When English Heritage inspected the site in October 1992 the report mentioned ‘the
remains of the precinct wall’. According to Aubrey (1718–19), the precinct wall surrounded
60 acres of land and rose to 10 feet (c 3m). The wall referred to by the English Heritage
inspector stands about 1.5m high and runs from the western end of the terrace of Waverley
Abbey House for 182m between Priory Farm and Long Barn. The wall is similar in
construction to the boundary wall referred to earlier, being built in courses of ironstone rubble
some 6–10cm thick and bound by a light, sandy mortar.
BUILDING MATERIALS

The standing remains within the precinct at Waverley include part of the south transept, the
cellarium and the monks’ dorter and are described by several authors, most notably Aubrey
(1718–19), Brakspear (1905), Robo (1949) and Pevsner & Nairn (1971). Brakspear (1905, 85)
notes that the dressings of the abbey buildings were constructed of stone from quarries on
the Upper Greensand north of Farnham. Given the expense involved in hauling stone in this
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Fig 3 Waverley Abbey estates. Precinct boundary after Brakspear (1905)

period (Aston 2000, 146) the possibility that water transport was used must be considered.
The Wey here is shallow now but was liable to flooding and flat-bottomed craft may have
been able to navigate it. The polished limestone marble used for the capitals, bases and
columns in most of the late 12th and early 13th century cloistral buildings (Brakspear 1905,
85) would have had a much longer journey. If it is Purbeck marble it would have gone by
sea from Dorset to London then up the Thames to Weybridge and finally by road. If it is
Bethersden marble it would have gone by road and river from Kent to the Thames estuary
then followed the same route.
The ironstone rubble used to build the precinct and boundary walls would have come from
quarries much closer to the abbey. There is ironstone very close to the surface at the north
end of Sheephatch Copse (SU 872 450) where there are excavations up to 3m deep. It is
possible that these are pits dug for sand and ironstone and could be the result of the licence
to cut and dig turf, heath, stone and sand given to the monks by Henry de Blois in 1128–9
(TNA: C 66, 11 Edward II, pt ii, m 36).
There was an even closer source of sand at SU 869 450, opposite the precinct south of
the Wey. The outcrop here has an exposed face 5m high and 30m wide and is less than 200m
from the point Brakspear identified as the location for a bridge to the precinct.
With stone and sand available locally the monks will only have needed lime for mortar
and this would probably have been brought from one of several pits on the grange at
Wanborough, acquired by the abbey two years after its foundation in 1130 and just 10km
from the abbey.
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BRIDGES

To facilitate the transportation of goods and materials to and from the home estate by the
shortest route it was necessary for the monks to build a number of bridges across the Wey.
There were at least four bridges downstream of the abbey in 1223 as the Waverley Annals
record the near-drowning of a boy who fell into the river near the gatehouse and passed under

a) Tilford West Bridge

b) Tilford East Bridge

c) Elstead Bridge

d) Somerset Bridge

e) Eashing Bridge

f ) Footbridge from precinct (site of )

Fig 4 Waverley Abbey estates. Bridges on or near the home estate
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‘four stone bridges’ on 3 May of that year (AnnMon, ii, 298). There are six ancient bridges
across the Wey between Tilford and Eashing: Tilford West Bridge (fig 4a) at SU 872 435
(Surrey Historic Environment Record (HER): 1590), Tilford East Bridge (fig 4b) at SU 874
434 (Surrey HER: 1593) and Elstead Bridge (fig 4c) at SU 90530 43800 (Surrey HER: 1777)
are of ironstone rubble and similar appearance. Somerset Bridge (fig 4d) at SU 92180 43920
(Surrey HER: 1785) has a centre arch of 13th century construction (Jervoise 1930, 24–5) and
Eashing Bridge (fig 4e) at SU 9460 43820 is a 13th century double bridge.
All these bridges are of similar design with cutwaters, triangular upstream and rounded
downstream, but Renn (1970, 81) warns of the difficulty in dating vernacular bridges.
However, as all the bridges between Farnham and Guildford are mentioned in a survey of
1565 (SHC: Loseley MSS, 1021–2) they must have been built before that date. Renn (1970,
82) concludes that the bridges were built by the monks of Waverley Abbey for the movement
of crops and animals. Waverley had a number of holdings in the area and would have had
the expertise and manpower to carry out the work in the early 13th century when the new
abbey church was being built. The possibility remains, however, that the bishop of
Winchester, the largest landowner in the area, commissioned and paid for the work.
Brakspear thought there would have been three bridges over the Wey within the home
estate. The first would have been on the site of the existing road bridge by Waverley Mill
and the second near the cloister for the conveyance of firewood from the far bank (fig 4f ).
Pre-Second World War OS maps show a footbridge near the dorter but this was almost
certainly part of the 18th and 19th century landscaping of the grounds of Waverley House.
The quantity of ashlar in the river at this point may have come from the demolition of that
bridge at the beginning of the Second World War or from the construction of part of the
GHQ line here.
Brakspear (1905, 18) puts the third bridge to the west of the precinct and Renn (1970, 76)
locates it at SU 863 451, although there is no evidence on the ground. This is at the northern
end of the water meadows at Lodge Farm (see below) and would have allowed access to the
land around what is now Black Lake, only otherwise accessible via a longer route over possibly
boggy ground.
WATER MEADOWS

There are water meadows in two locations at Waverley, between SU 863 453 and SU 866
453 and between SU 862 450 and SU 863 455. These take the form of short, broad ridges
running between the Wey and a small watercourse running from a spring to the north of the
river at SU 865 453 (fig 5) and are very apparent on the 1971 aerial photograph, (NMR:
Run 87, no 57). It is likely that these two meadows were connected before the central area
became overgrown. Water meadows did not come into common use until the early 16th
century and there are few examples of monastic origin. However, those at Rievaulx and
Bordesley, both Cistercian houses, are exceptions (Aston 2000, 90) and it is possible that the
monks introduced some kind of meadow irrigation at Waverley. The discovery of a slotted
stone in the southernmost of the two fields (fig 6), together with the other remains in the
meadows is interesting and warrants further work.
MILLS

Every estate would have needed the means to grind grain, either by hand, horse mill,
watermill or windmill (Bond 2005, 310). The crown grant to Sir William Fitzwilliam of 1537
conveys all the mills on former Waverley land to him. There were two mills on the home
estate, Waverley Mill and Tilford Mill.
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Fig 5 Waverley Abbey estates. Water meadows at Lodge Farm

Waverley Mill
Waverley Mill stood near the modern entrance to Waverley Abbey where Waverley Mill
House now stands. The Surrey HER (record 4029) says the site housed a succession of
buildings, the last of which ceased working in the late 19th century and was demolished in
1900 to be replaced by a building housing machinery to produce electricity for Waverley
House from the flow of the Wey.
Tilford Mill
The 17th century Tilford Mill House (SU 867 443) stands on the site of Tilford Mill. There
is reference to a fulling mill used by Robert Graveshott here in 1367 (Stidder 1990, 87), so
the monks were either leasing the mill at this time or using a manager to run it. At SU 865
446 the mill leat diverges from the Wey and 10m downstream there is evidence of the original
dam (fig 7), with brickwork still visible in the banks and dressed stone blocks on the riverbed.
On the bed of the leat adjacent to Tilford Mill House there is a brick platform jutting out
from the south side. On the north bank at SU 86776 44398, dressed stone blocks either side
of a slight depression some 1.5m wide running at right angles to the leat show where the
water in the leat could be channelled back to the Wey when the wheel did not need to be in
motion, thus avoiding the need to open the sluice at the top of the field. Adjacent to, and
just downstream, from this channel a stepped brick plinth indicates the position of the mill
building (fig 8).
The bricks are 8½ x 4 x 2 inches, very close to the size of the standard Tudor brick of
1571 which was 9 x 4 x 2 inches (Wight 1972, 28). The part of the building on land measured
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Fig 6 Waverley Abbey estates. Slotted
stone in water meadows

Fig 7 Waverley Abbey estates. Site of
dam above Tilford Mill

4.4 x 8m to the leat but the original building would have straddled the leat with the water
flowing under it so that it would have been at least 4m longer. Just downstream there is a
1.5m fall where the wheel would have been housed. The 2.5m-high walls of the leat here are
of dressed stone at the bottom, brick above and rubble at the top indicating an original stone
structure repaired or renovated with brick and again with rubble at later dates (fig 9).
In the middle of the field a 2m-wide channel follows the direction of the river and mill
leat. It now appears to rise in the middle of the field at SU 86463 44395 about 200m south-
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Fig 8 Waverley Abbey estates. The mill building, Tilford

Fig 9 Waverley Abbey estates. Tilford Mill leat wall from the north

west of the dam, but the 1871 OS map (fig 10) shows it leaving the leat at SU 863 443 and
joining the channel from the mill to the Wey. Just west of this junction at SU 86768 44428
are two 5m-wide brick plinths. That on the south side has traces of dressed stone above the
bricks, which are 8½ x 3¾ x 2¼ inches (fig 11). There is no clue as to the length of these
buildings but their width suggests at least 9m, making them quite substantial structures. The
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Fig 10 Waverley Abbey estates.
1871 OS map, Surrey
sheet 30.11, showing the
second mill leat

Fig 11 Waverley Abbey estates. Southern plinth,
Tilford Mill

most probable interpretation is that this was the site of a second mill, with a different purpose
from the first and operated when it was not being used. The buildings do not appear on the
1871 OS map or on the 1767 map of the Tilford Estate, indicating that they had gone out
of use and had been demolished by this time. Figure 12 shows the full layout of the mill leats
and buildings.
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FISHPONDS AND ASSOCIATED STRUCTURES

The Cistercians attempted to re-introduce the Benedictine rule of not eating the flesh of fourfooted beasts, so fish would have been an important part of the diet at Waverley. Waverley’s
main source of fish would have been sea fish bought on the open market (see Great Yarmouth,
below) and large sums of money would have been spent on it (Bond 2005, 183). The bought
fish would have been supplemented with the produce of fishponds and rivers. In 1250 William
de Raleigh, Bishop of Winchester gave the monks a piece of ground on the north of his warren
in Farnham ‘to make a fishpond. The pond was begun in 1250 and finished the following
year’ (AnnMon, ii, 342). This pond, of 14 acres (5.7ha) (Brakspear 1905, 90) became known
as the Abbot’s Pond (SU 877 426) and was shown as such on OS maps until 1860 even though
the pond head broke on 29 November 1841 and the land was subsequently cultivated.
Brakspear wrongly identifies Black Lake (SU 862 446) as a fishpond ‘of monastic origin’ (ibid )
whereas it was in fact created in the early 19th century for leisure purposes including skating.
He also identifies (ibid ) a 2½ acre (1ha) pond just to the north of Black Lake as a fishpond
(probably at SU 860 449 where a spring rises today). An English Heritage report (English
Heritage 1992) remarks that:
In the eastern part of the precinct are the earthwork remains of water management
systems including fishponds. Amongst the ponds are rectangular earthworks aligned
north-east to south-west and ranging from c. 10 metres x 30 metres to c. 60 metres x
150 metres. Other sunken areas indicate the positions of ponds and pools, drainage
channels and leats, while raised areas indicate the positions of building platforms.
The earthworks are visible both on the ground and on aerial photographs. Bond (1988,
101) notes that series of small ponds are usually interpreted as breeding ponds and there may
have been ponds at Waverley for the breeding of fish and holding fish from them, as well as
from the river and fishponds elsewhere. In total the ponds here could have covered as much
as 1.5ha.
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The building platforms referred to in the English Heritage report can be seen in at least
two locations. At SU 8716 4525 there is a platform 10 x 25m on the same alignment as the
fishponds, suggesting they are associated. Molehills on this platform revealed remains of brick,
ironstone rubble and flat glass. At SU 8707 4504 there is a platform some 10 x 30m by a
bend in the river where pieces of tile can be see in the riverbank. Molehills on the platform
have revealed pieces of a coal-like substance. It is unlikely that coal was being used so far
from the coalfields during the medieval period, but not impossible. Monastic houses on the
coalfields did exploit this resource (Aston 2000, 147) and coal could have been brought long
distances from its source (Hallam 1988, 921). The location of this building next to water and
downwind of the cloistral buildings is appropriate for small-scale industry. The platform stands
next to a drain or track aligned south-east to north-west, which crosses the fishponds at right
angles. At the crossing point there are pieces of brick and ironstone rubble. This could indicate
the former position of a sluice but could equally relate to early 18th century landscaping.
On rivers, fish could be caught in fish weirs containing nets or traps made of basketwork
of green willow or osier (Bond 2005, 194). The ideal location for a fish weir on Waverley’s
home estate would have been just downstream from Waverley Mill where the land on either
bank was part of the estate so ownership would not be disputed. At SU 871 452, near to the
abbey’s fishponds, the river narrows considerably. This could either be a natural narrowing
of which the monks took advantage for the site of their fish weir or the river may have been
artificially narrowed to provide a footing on either side on which to attach a line of traps.
The granges and smaller properties
Waverley Abbey was a relatively modestly endowed house. With a clear income in 1535 of
£174 8s 3½d (Valor) it was not in the same league as a great Cistercian house such as
Fountains Abbey which was valued at over £1115. Waverley was poorer than Surrey’s two
other abbeys, the Benedictine house of Chertsey (£659 15s 8¾d) and the Cluniac house of
Bermondsey (£474 14s 4¾d) and four out of the six priories in Surrey were worth more on
dissolution. However, when compared with Cistercian abbeys in neighbouring Hampshire
at Beaulieu (£326 13s 2¾d), Quarr (£134 3s 11d) and Netley (£100 12s 8d) and with other
Cistercian houses in the Home Counties it can be seen that Waverley was of the middle rank.
The majority of Waverley’s income came from its granges – farms apart from the mother
house but directly administered by it. When buying land, the abbot and monks of Waverley
would have sought out manors close to the abbey and its existing holdings. When it came to
gifts to the abbey they will have taken what was offered, the majority of gifts being in areas
of low potential with no settlement and therefore no feudal ties (Aston 2000, 133).
In 1128 the common unit of land management was the manor, containing the demesne
or home estate of the lord and his capital messuage or main dwelling house, which acted as
an administrative centre. The rest of the land would be divided between tenants and tied
peasants who would pay rents and dues to the lord of the manor. Granges differed in that
they did not act as administrative centres but were administrated directly by the abbey (Dyer
1988, 22). For ease of administration, granges tended to be accessible to the abbey, a
Cistercian statute of 1152 having decreed that granges could be no more than a day’s ride
from the mother house (Platt 1969, 26).
The early years of Waverley’s history are dominated by the acquisition of estates. In
common with other Cistercian houses such as Fountains, the monks were actively seeking
out and buying properties to complement their existing holdings (Coppack 1993, 81).
Although it is likely that most granges were originally worked by a group of lay brothers led
by a foreman this practice began to change even before the Black Death. Lack of good lay
brethren meant the work had to be done by local labour, even whole peasant families if they
were available (Platt 1969, 92). It may even be that from the outset the grange would have
been a mixed community in which lay brothers, supervisors, servants and tied peasants all
played their part (ibid, 93). Ultimately, more and more granges began to be leased out, either
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to secular landowners or to trusted lay brothers who would leave the order to take over their
running. By the Dissolution, all Waverley’s granges were being farmed in this way, the abbey’s
main source of income coming from their rental.
Platt (ibid, 80) maintains that as lowland manors were fairly uniform in size, the staffing
of a lowland grange would generally be between ten and twenty. It is unlikely therefore that
the 120 lay brothers of 1187 would have been able to work Waverley’s fifteen granges without
outside help and the likelihood is that the land would have had to provide for as many as
100 other souls drawn from tied peasants and paid servants.
There follows a review of each of Waverley’s holdings in order of acquisition. The gift to
or purchase of the property by the abbey is noted and its values in the 1291 Taxation Roll and
the Valor discussed. The locations of some properties were already known or could be easily
worked out. Others have needed further research and where this was necessary it is noted
in the text.
To delineate the boundaries of Waverley’s granges the author followed the descent of each
manor from the Dissolution to the time of the tithe apportionment. A note was made of the
plot numbers that made up the manor at the time of the apportionment and these numbers
were checked against the tithe map. The map was then photographed or traced and the
boundary of the grange superimposed on a modern OS map. Documentary records were
checked for references to the grange and where relevant these have been quoted. Accessible
land at the majority of the granges was walked to gain landscape evidence and aerial
photographs were studied. The relevant HERs were checked for evidence of medieval
archaeology within the boundaries of each grange.
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A similar process was undertaken for the smaller properties, but as these were not
identifiable manors their descent could neither be checked nor their boundaries drawn. As
the smaller properties were more difficult to locate, their locations have been confirmed where
possible and any relevant facts from the records quoted. Figure 13 shows the locations of the
granges and figure 14 the smaller properties.
ELSTEAD, SURREY (SU 907 436)

Part of William Giffard’s foundation grant included 2 acres (0.8ha) of meadow at Elsted, 5km
east of Waverley Abbey. Apart from glebe land there is no tithe-free land in the tithe
apportionment and the exact location is uncertain.
WANBOROUGH (WENEBERGIAM, WANDEBURGA , WANEBURG , WANBOROWE), SURREY
(SU 935 489)

Wanborough is just north of the Hog’s Back and 10km from Waverley by road. The manor
was sold to Waverley Abbey by Pharamus de Boulogne, King Stephen’s nephew, perhaps
as early as 1130 (Manning & Bray 1804–14, 3, 145) for 120 marks of silver. Waverley’s
ownership was confirmed by the Papal Bull of Eugenius III in 1147, again by the 1189 charter
of Richard I and again by Edward III. The holding was enhanced in 1279 when William de
Abbecroft gave his ‘capital messuage with appurtenances in Waneborough’ (AnnMon, ii, 392).
The Taxation Roll of 1291 records Wanborough at £6 13s 4d making it Waverley’s third
most valuable holding at the time. By the time of the Valor in 1535 Wanborough was still
third in importance but relatively more valuable at £35 8s 6d. The grange was certainly still
important in the years before the Dissolution as attested by the granting of a fair there in
1512 (VCH, 3, 374). All the land in Wanborough parish was tithe free so while there is no
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tithe apportionment or tithe map, the acreage is known (appendix 2, see Endnote). When the
estate was sold in 1912 the lots inside Wanborough parish totalled 1401 acres (567ha).
However, a 243 acre (98ha) parcel of land in the parish on the south or Puttenham side of
the Hog’s Back had become detached from the estate earlier, bringing the total area to 1644
acres (665ha) (SHC: 5250/1). Figure 15 shows the boundary of the grange. Puttenham is
mentioned in the crown grant to Sir William Fitzwilliam and, as Waverley owned the entire
Wanborough estate, this probably refers to rights on land or an advowson outside it.
The modern hamlet is situated 200m south of a spring line on OS grid northing 491 where
chalk and clay meet. The remaining group of buildings (manor, church and barns) at
Wanborough gives an idea of what the plan of the grange may have been. To the east of the
site is Wanborough Manor. The date of 1527 above the entrance is probably misleading;
Pevsner (1971, 501) dates it to the 17th century although there are almost certainly the
remains of older buildings beneath the present one.
Just a few metres to the south of the manor-house is the church of St Bartholomew, a singlecelled 13th century flint structure said to have been built by the monks of Waverley Abbey.
The abbey appointed a vicar here in 1327, but from then until the Dissolution the curates
probably came from Waverley itself. The ‘advowson of Waverley’ mentioned in the Valor
(VCH, 3, 375) probably refers to the advowson of Wanborough as there was no parish of
Waverley. In 1535 the abbey earned 13s 4d from ‘the yearly offerings and oblations made
by pilgrims and other persons in the Chapel of St. Bartholomew, Wanborough’ (Valor).
Some 90m to the west of the church is Wanborough Barn (fig 16), an aisled timber structure
with a crown-post roof. Dendrochronology by Sheffield University (Arcus 1997) suggests a
construction date of 1388, but some of the timbers have an earlier felling date and may have
been re-used from an earlier building or buildings. These include an octagonal post thought
to have come from a high-status building, possibly Waverley Abbey itself. The timbers’ felling
dates of between 1309 and 1354 add weight to this argument, as the early 14th century was

Fig 16 Waverley Abbey estates. Wanborough barn
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a period of rebuilding of the abbey. At the time of Waverley’s ownership of the manor the
group of buildings would have included stables, cow and sheep houses, a smithy and living
accommodation, all arranged round a large courtyard. The gatehouse would most likely have
been by the road that runs north to Flexford and south onto the Hog’s Back. About 200m
north of the surviving buildings is Wanborough Farm. The pond here at SU 9346 4909 is
the same as the fishpond the Valor records as earning the abbey 6s 8d in 1535. It would have
been larger then than its current ¾ acre (0.3ha) and the earthworks around its northern end
give an idea of its original extent. The 2m-high bank and ditch round part of Wanborough
Farm may have formed part of a boundary around the complex of grange buildings and
fishpond.
The boundary of the grange is very apparent in places, being marked variously by banks
and ditches, tracks and roads and a hollow-way. Also noticeable are the number of chalk
pits, which would have been used both for improving the heavy clay soil on the northern
part of the estate and for making lime mortar. Field walking produced evidence of medieval
occupation at two locations by West Flexford Lane on the north-east boundary of the estate
(Surrey HER: 3255). At SU 946 496 there was a scatter of roof tile fragments and 13th–14th
century potsherds, almost all coarse whitewares, with a patch of gravel immediately west. At
SU 946 495, about 80m to the south-east, there was a scatter of 13th–14th century
whitewares, some tile fragments and irregular blocks of Bargate stone.
The Papal Bull of Eugenius III, 1147
The Papal Bull of Eugenius III (BL: Lansd MS Bulla Eugenii III. Rom. Pontificis, donatorum
concessions Waverlegensi Coenobio recitans et confirmans) dated 1147 confirms Waverley’s ownership
of Wanborough together with the following other estates:
From Stephen King of England, Neatham and Farnham
From Queen Adeliza, Northolt
From Alani de Vilers, land at Bochilde
From Faramuso e Boloniensi, Wenebergiam
From Richerii de Aquila, Oxenefordam
From Radulfo, Riehullam
From Sawali, Cuserugiam
From Roberti de Manerio, Nutesheolvam
From Richard de Sifrewast, half a hide of land at Polementona
From Ingelranni Piscis a virgate of land and right of pasture at Stiventonae
NEATHAM (NIETHAM, NETHAM, NATHAN, NETEHAM), HAMPSHIRE (SU 740 406)

The Papal Bull records King Stephen’s gift of Neatham and Farnham to Waverley; Manning
& Bray (1804–14, 3, 145) take the Farnham reference to mean the church there. Neatham
is a hamlet 2km north-east of Alton in Hampshire and 16km from Waverley by road. The
Neatham estate was confirmed by the charter of Richard I dated 5 September 1189, which
included the rest of Waverley’s holdings. Henry III added 105 acres (42.5ha) to the estate in
1239 (AnnWav, 139) and his sister Eleanor added a further 150 acres (61ha) six years later
(ibid, 206).
Neatham was valued at £53 6s 8d in the 1291 Taxation Roll, more than half of the total
value of Waverley’s holdings at the time. In 1535 the Valor rated Neatham at £55 16s 6d,
still the highest of any of the abbey’s holdings but by a smaller margin. The ‘Particular of
the manor of Neatham’ of 28 April 1729 (HRO: 58M71/E/B43) credits Neatham with
almost 540 acres (218.5ha). In around 1741, when the Knight Estate owned Neatham, a plan
of the manor was drawn up by Henry Hogben (HRO: COPY/562/12). This shows 553 acres
(224ha) with fields listed by name and acreage but not land use. As the whole of the parish
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was tithe free at the time of the apportionments it is likely that the grange comprised the
entire parish (appendix 3, see Endnote). The extent of this was 1117 acres (452ha) before the
parish boundaries were changed, making Neatham the second largest of Waverley’s granges
(fig 17).
At the time of the tithe apportionment over 80% of the estate was under arable. Even if
a larger proportion of the land were used for sheep and cattle when Waverley Abbey ran
the estate it would have taken a large workforce to run it. A grange of this size would have
needed the full complement of domestic and agricultural buildings normally associated with
such a community.
The mill at SU 739 407 is a large, timber-clad, brick structure and appears to be of late
18th century or early 19th century date, but is almost certainly on the same site as earlier
mills. Upstream, Neatham Upper Mill is an English bond brick building indicating a late
16th or 17th century construction date. As on the home estate, if there were two mills
operating at the same time it is likely that one would have been used for grain and the other
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for fulling and the presence of two mills will have added greatly to Neatham’s value.
Neatham Manor (SU 739 406) is a late 15th century Wealden two-bay hall house with
one surviving jettied bay (Hampshire Archaeology and Historic Buildings Record (AHBR):
52754). This will have been built and occupied by the tenant leasing the land from Waverley
at the time, a common practice in the late 14th and 15th centuries.
In 1250, William de Raleigh, Bishop of Winchester, gave permission to the monks at
Neatham to celebrate divine service in an oratory built within the grange. The grange servants
however were required to attend the chapel of Holybourne, which was a dependant of the
minster church of St Lawrence, Alton (AnnMon, ii, 342) and located on the north side of the
river at SU 739 413. Rights at Halibourne are mentioned in the crown grant to Sir William
Fitzwilliam, but this probably refers to another property rather than the chapel itself. There
is no evidence to suggest where the oratory might have been located but the likelihood is
that it was part of the complex of grange buildings that would have stood around Neatham
manor house.
East of the manor house is Neatham Manor Farm. The farmhouse is 19th century and
the farm buildings modern, but about 20m south-west of the farm track at SU 7414 4058 is
a square dovecote (fig 18). The structure is a cube of about 5m with a steep tiled roof with
a cupola to allow entry for the pigeons. The walls are constructed of stone with brick repairs.
There are two doorways to the building, one blocked on the south-east side and one on the
north-west side. Inside there has clearly been repair to the timbers of the roof but there appear
to be original timbers still in situ. The nesting cavities are of stone except in the places where
there have been brick repairs to the outer walls where they are in brick (fig 19). Although
medieval dovecotes were usually circular there were experiments with square and
rectangular forms (Aston 2000, 151) and the structure is of considerable antiquity. The 1729
‘Particular’ describes a ‘A very good Dove house’. However, the Hampshire AHBR dates
the current building to between 1766 and 1799, so either it replaced an earlier structure on
the site, which may have been medieval, or it is older than the AHBR suggests. In addition
to pigeons it is likely the monks were rearing rabbits, the 1729 ‘Particular’ mentions an 8
acre (3ha) plot called Coney Close.

Fig 18 Waverley Abbey estates. Dovecote exterior

Fig 19 Waverley Abbey estates. Dovecote interior
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NORTHOLT (NORTHOLTE, NORHOLT, NORTHOLTE) , WEST SUSSEX (SU 829 165)

The grange of Northolt was an early grant to Waverley by Adeliza, second queen of Henry
I. The grange does not feature on the 1291 Taxation Roll but is listed in the Valor beside other
properties in West Sussex and accorded a rental value of £4 0s 0d. The name Northolt is
not used in Sussex today but the clue to the location of the grange may be found in a 1593
document of the Montague family (WSRO: SAS-BA/68), which lists ‘Northholt als Monkton
in Westdeane’ as the property of ‘Anthony Browne, K.g., Viscount Mountague’. Browne was
the son of Fitzwilliam’s heir and held the Waverley estates at the time of his death. The grange
was 45km from Waverley by road, towards the upper limit of what could be travelled in one
day.
When the tithe apportionment for West Dean was drawn up in 1849 the Reverend Leveson
Vernon Harcourt owned Monkton Farm, which extended to 169 acres (68ha). Harcourt
owned a further 71 acres (29ha), which were not farmed as part of Monkton but would make
sense as part of an original, contiguous estate of 240 acres (97ha) (fig 20; appendix 4, see
Endnote). It is likely that the grange was larger still prior to the Dissolution, as the total area
Fig 20 Waverley Abbey estates. Northolt boundary
(© Crown copyright Ordnance Survey. All rights
reserved)
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Fig 22 Waverley Abbey estates.
Building platform (to right
of electricity distribution
pole) at Monkton Farm.

of ‘Munckon Farrme’ was a little over 397½ statute acres (161ha) in 1623 (Aldsworth 1979,
117). Old Monkton Farm was demolished shortly after the First World War (ibid ) and its
remains can be seen in the form of a number of brick and flint walls (fig 21) including some
16th and 17th century bricks. Related remains include a pond, well and the footings of a
donkey wheel (ibid ). A trackway runs north-west from the farm and is associated with a
number of earthworks. Closest to the farm are the remains of two buildings of about 14 x
6m with flint rubble walls and roof tiles (fig 22). Further along are a number of platforms
that could be the sites of further buildings. Northolt is one of the few Waverley granges where
aerial photography reveals anything. An aerial photograph (NMR: RAF 11369/698) clearly
shows a number of circular features in a field adjacent to Monkton Farm.
BOCHILD (BOCHILDE), HAMPSHIRE (SU 866 494)

Land at Bochild was given to the abbey by Alan de Villers who, according to Manning &
Bray (1804–14, 3, 145), was the son of Pagan de Villers. Bochild could be Boxall’s Farm (SU
866 494), said by Cole (1951, 294) to have been rented by Waverley until the Dissolution.
The property was less than 2km west of Tongham Grange (see below), itself just 8km north
of Waverley, and may have been farmed from there.
OXENFORD (OXENFORDAM, OXENEFORD, EXENEFORD, OXFORD), WITLEY, SURREY
(SU 932 430)

Oxenford, 8km east of Waverley, was given to the abbey by Richer de Aquila before 1147
and confirmed by the 1189 charter of Richard I.
The Taxation Roll of 1291 valued Oxenford at just £1, this increased to £4 13s 4d by 1535.
The manor was in the parish of Witley and the holding is referred to under this name in the
crown grant to Sir William Fitzwilliam of 1536.
When the tithe apportionments for Witley parish were made, Viscount Midleton was
farming 313a 3r 15p (127ha) free of tithes on ‘land formerly belonging to Waverley Abbey’.
He rented another 23a 2r 7p (9.5ha) of tithe free land to Thomas Chalcraft bringing the total
to just over 337 acres (136.5ha) (fig 23; appendix 5, see Endnote). The group of buildings at
Oxenford Grange visible from the Elstead Road are medieval in style (fig 24), but were in
fact built by the 5th Viscount Midleton who engaged Pugin to design them in 1843 (Pevsner
& Nairn 1971, 409). There are several interesting field names in the tithe apportionment:
Oxenford Withy Bed (parcel no 9) indicates the growing of willow for basket making while
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Fig 24 Waverley Abbey estates. Oxenford buildings

Ruins Yard (parcel no 5), a site occupied today by a pond, indicates the presence of older
buildings and is possibly the centre of the medieval grange. The reason for the inclusion of
the word ‘bones’ in the names of several fields to the east of the grange is probably better
explained by the practice of grinding up bones as manure than as evidence of human
interment (Field 1972, 24).
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RIEHULL (RIEHULLAM, RICHELLA) (SU 919 431), PEPER HAROW (PEPHAROW, PEPERHAROWE),
SURREY (SU 935 441)

Riehull, in the parish of Peper Harow, was given to the abbey by Radulfo (possibly Ralph
Picot, sheriff of Surrey, in 1157, 1158 and 1159; BL: Lansd MS 27). The grange is not
mentioned in the Taxation Roll of 1291, but the Valor rates Peperharowe at £1 6s 8d. The
name survives as Royal Farm, which extended to 222 acres (90ha) (fig 25) at the time of the
tithe apportionment, 1842 (appendix 6, see Endnote).
The extreme eastern boundary of the manor abutted the north-western boundary of
Oxenford Grange and both properties belonged to Waverley by 1147. However, it is unlikely
they were farmed from a central place as both estates are valued separately in the Valor.
The most likely location for the grange buildings at Riehull would have been Royal Farm.
There is a large (150 x 60m) pond at SU 920 425 and evidence on the ground of other ponds
between it and Royal Farm. If these were fishponds it would seem to indicate they were being
operated from Royal Farm.
At the extreme north of the property at SU 9218 4392 is Somerset Bridge. The centre
arch is 13th century (Jervoise 1930, 24–5) and this is one of the bridges over the Wey thought
by Renn (1970, 82) to have been built by the monks of Waverley Abbey.
CURRIDGE (CUSERUGIAM, COURAGE), BERKSHIRE (SU 493 715)

Curridge is 4km north of Newbury and 60km by road from Waverley, stretching somewhat
the concept of a day’s ride away. Sewal granted land at Curridge to Waverley prior to 1147.
Unless the abbey subsequently lost some of the land, this gift did not comprise the entire
manor, as when Nicholas de Ely, Bishop of Winchester was buried in the abbey church in
1280–1, he left 200 marks (£132 13s 4d) to the abbey in his will. The money was used to
obtain the manor of Courage with one messuage, 59 acres (24ha) of land, 4 acres (1.5ha) of
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pasture and 5 acres (2ha) of wood for the upkeep of a chaplain to celebrate daily for the
bishop’s soul.
Some confusion surrounds the further descent of the manor, which was split and descended
in different ways before being reunited. The estate was finally attached to the manor of Shaw
and the land was subsequently referred to as Shaw Grange, which explains why Curridge is
not mentioned in the Valor. The amalgamation cannot have been earlier than 1199 when
Shaw was bought, so Curridge will have had its own centre on Sewal’s land at least until
then. By the time of the tithe apportionment in 1839 Curridge was owned by Janet Lawrence
Bebb and extended to 153 acres (62ha; appendix 7, see Endnote) (fig 26).
Curridge is one of three of Waverley’s granges with evidence of rabbit warrens, seen here
in the field names Warrens, Great Warrens and Little Warrens in the tithe apportionment
(parcel nos 171a, 172 and 171 respectively). The field-name Basket Fields (parcel no 167)
would normally indicate the growing of willow for basket making but as there is no water in
the vicinity this is perhaps unlikely.
NUTSHELF (NUTESCHEOLVAM , NUTTESSELF , NUTSHELNE NUTSHAW), HAMPSHIRE (SU 531 458)

Nutesheolvam was given to Waverley by Roberti de Manerio prior to 1147 by which time
it was already known as Litchfield (VCHHants, 4, 200). Nutshelf was valued at £5 0s 0d in
1291 according to the Taxation Roll but its value had dropped to £4 3s 4d by 1535. The
property is referred to as Ashe in the crown grant to Sir William Fitzwilliam.
When, in 1837, the estate of Overton Manor and South Litchfield Grange Farm was
offered for sale it comprised 616 acres (249ha) (HRO: 10M57/SP560). The tithe
apportionment for the parish of Ashe of 1838 notes just over 55 acres (22ha; appendix 8, see
Endnote) of tithe free land at South Litchfield Grange Farm (fig 27). This would have been a
small area to be valued at more than £4 in 1535, especially as the land use was likely to have
been meadow and woodland. Therefore the probability is that the manor was larger at the
Dissolution.
HUTESPUNDE AND COBBELIE, HAMPSHIRE (SU 525 449)

Manning & Bray (1804–14, 3, 146) uncovered a number of benefactions from documents in
private hands. These include a virgate of land between Hutespunde and Cobbelie from Hugh
Peregrinus (or Palmer). Hutespunde has not been identified but Cobbelie may be Cobley
Wood. The wood survives in three sections between Beacons Farm (SU 526 451) in the south
and the Test Valley Golf Club (SU 523 456) in the north. There are a number of other
Waverley holdings in the area, the closest being Litchfield Grange, the centre of which is just
500m east of the northern end of the wood. This land may have become part of Litchfield
Grange or have been farmed from there.
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POLHAMPTON (POLMENTONA, QUIDHAMPTON), HAMPSHIRE (SU 529 506)

Richard de Sifrewast gave the abbey half a hide (50–60 acres) (20–24ha) of land at
Polementona or Polhampton, near Overton in Hampshire. Polhampton is 10km west of
Basingstoke and 42km from Waverley by road. The property is not mentioned in the Taxation
Roll of 1291 suggesting that it was too small to be taxed. In the early 14th century there was
a dispute between John de Syfrewat and the abbot of Waverley over the abbey’s rights to 50
acres (20ha) of land and 100 acres (40ha) of pasture in Quidhampton. This was finally
concluded in the abbot’s favour in 1316 (TNA: E 371, 9 Edward III, m 24), but as there is
no mention of the holding in the Valor or the crown grant one must conclude that it was
disposed of prior to the Dissolution.
STEVENTON, HAMPSHIRE (SU 528 473)

Prior to 1147 the abbey received a virgate (nominally 30 acres; 12ha) of land with right of
pasture in the manor of Stiventon from Ingelranni Piscis (BL: Lansd MS Bulla Eugenii III ).
Manning & Bray (1804–14, 3, 146) record the gift of a yardland (an English translation of
the anglicised Latin ‘virgate’) in Stiventon by Galfrid de Luvieres and Adeliza, according to
documents in private hands. The land is not listed in the 1291 Taxation Roll.
In 1741 a survey was made of the Knight Estates and a plan drawn up by Mr E Randall
of Steventon Manor Farm and New Farm, at that time in the occupation of Mr Digweed
(HRO: COPY/562/12). Of particular interest on this plan are eight fields totalling 60 acres
(24ha) in Ash parish. These fields are not contiguous with the rest of the estate, but are slightly
to the west of it. The land is 5km from the abbey’s holding at Polhampton and just a few
hundred metres north of Litchfield Grange of which it may have been a part or from which
it may have been farmed.
CHILGROVE, WEST SUSSEX (SU 831 144)

Chilgrove stands alone between the properties confirmed in the Papal Bull of 1147 and the
charter of Richard I in 1187. In about 1180, William d’Aubigny, 2nd Earl of Arundel, gave
land in Chilgrove to Waverley Abbey (Salzman 1936, 255). In addition, Itaria, daughter of
Itarius de Sandrevill granted a quarter fee at Chilgrove to Waverley (Salzman 1924, 35)
around 1184, but this land was in other hands by 1304 (CalIPM, iv, 107, 260, 265).
The holding was clearly not large. It did not appear in the 1291 Taxation Roll and in 1339
the abbot was excused from providing men-at-arms for his lands in Chilgrove, as they were
not worth more than 40s. (CalCR, 1339–41, p 68). Chilgrove is not mentioned by name in
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the Valor but the crown grant to Fitzwilliam records ‘all manors, messuages, lands etc in
Westdene’. West Dean parish also contained Northolt grange, some 2km north of Chilgrove
(see above), so Chilgrove must have been a different and probably smaller holding.
The charter of Richard I, 1187
A charter of Richard I dated 5 September 1187 (CartAnt, S 20) confirmed the majority but
not all the properties recorded in the Papal Bull. Wanborough, Neatham, Northolt, Oxenford,
Riehull and Nutshelf are all present but Bochild, Curridge, Polhampton and Steventon are
missing. Neither is Chilgrove mentioned. The charter confirms Waverley’s ownership of
several properties for the first time. These include granges at Dockenfield, Bomata, Serveton,
Dumnore, Laga and Tongham. In addition there was land at Doddington, one hide
(commonly 100–120 acres (40–48.5ha)) at Wishangle; one hide at Ebbesburne; land between
Buttele and a wood in Netham called the Hoo; and land between Gavelthers and Losthela.
If the Papal Bull of 1147 is taken to be accurate then it can be assumed that these properties
were given to or bought by the abbey between 1147 and 1187.
DOCKENFIELD (DACHERIEFELD, DOKKENESFELDE, DOKKINFOLD), SURREY (SU 831 406)

Dockenfield is 10km south-west of Waverley on the Surrey/Hampshire border. A charter of
Richard de Toclive, Bishop of Winchester (TNA: C 66, 11 Edward II, pt ii, m 36) refers to
Dockenfeld as part of Waverley land before 1189 and Dackeriefeld was confirmed in the 1189
charter. In the Taxation Roll of 1291 Dockenfield is valued at £2, a fraction of Neatham’s
£53, but by 1535 its value had risen to £15 0s 2d with Neatham little improved at £55. The
reason for this is not apparent. Some of Waverley’s holdings decreased in value over this
period, others stayed the same and others had increases of varying magnitude. Dockenfield
is the only part of the estate to enjoy such a large increase in value. The obvious assumption
is that the grange was added to or improved in some significant way over and above woodland
clearance (see below) but there does not seem to be any documentary evidence to support
this.
The abbey was given licence to assart and enclose 40 acres (16.2ha) of wood here in 1315
(Hallam 1988, 2, 569) and the manor must have comprised at least 106 acres (42.9ha), as
this is the area recorded as tithe free in the apportionment of 1845 (appendix 9, see Endnote).
The tithe-free fields were all owned by Thomas Chamberlayne and farmed by Richard
Hammond. The pair also had seven parcels of land upon which tithes were payable but which
make sense as part of the same estate, bringing the probable area up to 151 acres 1 rod 25
perches (61.5ha). Figure 28 outlines the boundaries of these fields.
It is possible that the rental in the Valor includes the hide (100–120 acres; 40–48.5ha) of
Waverley land at Wishanger (see below), which would bring the total extent of the grange
to around 250 acres (101ha). Even this larger area cannot explain why the value of the grange
rose so much between 1291 and 1535 and further research will be needed before the reason
is discovered.
The most significant piece of medieval archaeology in the area is the probable site of a
medieval mill at SU 8345 4010 (Surrey HER: 2356). The location is just outside the boundary
of the Dockenfield estate and may have been on the western part of the Wishanger land.
The ‘Monkenmyll’ was first referred to in 1171 in a perambulation of Alice Holt and last
mentioned in 1635. The site was discovered in 1981 when three large dam timbers 30cm in
diameter and the remains of the clay and straw lining of the millpond were visible in the
southern riverbank (D Graham, pers comm; Surrey HER: 2356). The field adjacent to the
site is called Rock Field (probably a corruption of ‘rack’, a frame on which cloth was stretched
after fulling) indicating that the mill was used for fulling. Two fields just upstream named
Fulling Mill Hanger in the tithe apportionment (parcel nos 104 and 105) could possibly
indicate a second mill but more probably refer to the one documented above.
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Fig 28 Waverley Abbey estates.
Dockenfield boundary
(© Crown copyright
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All rights reserved)
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Aerial photographs showing ridge-and-furrow at Dockenfield (NMR: SU 828 405 – Line
17 89 88 037 – 1988) are evidence of pasture that was previously ploughed.
BOYATT (BOMATA, BOVYATE, BOVIAT), OTTERBOURNE, HAMPSHIRE (SU 450 208)

Boyatt is 2km north of Eastleigh and 53km by road from Waverley. Boyatt was one of the
manors confirmed to Waverley in the 1189 charter and by 1219 the abbey was leasing it (or
part of it) to Nicholas Malherbe. The rental included one messuage, 11 acres (4.5ha) of land
and 2 acres (0.8ha) of meadow for an annual rent of 12d (TNA: CP 25/1, 3 Hen III, no 61).
Boyatt did not feature in the 1291 Taxation Roll, but by 1535 it is featured as Bovyate and
its rental was £13 18s 0½d. The crown grant to Sir William Fitzwilliam records the manor
as Boviat.
At the time of the tithe apportionment in 1839, Boyatt comprised 92 acres 1 rod 28 perches
(37ha; appendix 10, see Endnote), most of the land being at some distance from the farmhouse,
(fig 29). The area is built up today.
SWARRATON (SERVETON , SURBITON, SARNETON, SWARVETON, SAWROTON), HAMPSHIRE (SU
578 369)

Swarraton is 10km north-west of Winchester and 40km by road from Waverley. Robert de
Venuz was tenant of Swarraton in the early 12th century (VCHHants, 4, 195) and granted it
to Waverley (CalPR, 1340–3). The holding was confirmed by the 1189 charter of Richard I
when it was recorded as the grange of Serveton, a name still being used for the lordship of
the manor in a sale document of 1787 (HRO: 44M69/K3/12).
Maud of London, who died in 1263, was buried in the abbey’s infirmary chapel and left
the abbey 100 marks (£66 13s 4d) to buy land. Part of this was spent on the purchase of a
tenement in Surbiton from Richard de Totteford, clerk (AnnMon, ii, 353). Another source
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Fig 29 Waverley Abbey estates. Boyatt boundary (© Crown
copyright Ordnance Survey. All rights reserved)
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(BL: Cott MS, Domitian, A XIV, fol 74) names the seller as Robert de Totford and the property
as ‘the tenement which belonged to him in the village of Swarraton, with its lands, homages,
rents, services, meadows, waters and pastures, and all other appurtenances.’
In 1281, Richard Malherbe de Bouegath granted 2 acres of meadow lying between the
abbey’s own land at Swarraton and the river Itchen indicating that the western boundary of
the estate at that time was not the Itchen itself. In 1284 the abbey was stated to be holding
half a knight’s fee in Swarraton in free alms of William de Brayboef (CalIPM: 12 Edward I,
file 38, no 6).
The 1291 Taxation Roll records Sarneton as commanding a rent of £2 10s per annum and
by 1535 it had a rental value of £6 6s 8d making it Waverley’s fifth most valuable property.
The tithe apportionment for Swarraton shows that the estate was owned by Lord Ashburton
and covered the entire parish to the extent of 724 acres (293ha; appendix 11, see Endnote)
(fig 30).
In her article on the early history of the The Grange, Northington, Alison Deveson (2005,
198–208) makes the case that ‘the Grange and Swarraton Grange were alternative names
for the same house, that it stood in Northington parish and that The Grange was originally
the property not of Hyde but of Waverley Abbey’ (ibid, 198). Hyde certainly held land in
Northington and Swarraton in 903, and controlled the entire hundred of Micheldever at its
dissolution in 1538. Deveson’s main argument is that when Swarraton Grange was sold to
Robert Henley in 1662 it was described as being in the parish of Micheldever. Swarraton
was a parish in its own right but was under the jurisdiction of Micheldever hundred, which
is perhaps where the error occurred. Henley evidently owned Northington in 1665 as in that
year he was taxed for thirteen hearths there (TNA: E 179, 176/565). If Northington was
known by that name for tax purposes there seems no reason why it should be known as
Swarraton in a bill of sale. Deveson (2005, 201) mentions the Waverley land at Swarraton
being used as a landmark to identify the position of a gift of pasture ‘below the garden of
Swarraton facing south which extends in length up to the grange of Waverley Abbey and in
width between the road from Swarraton to Abbotstone on one side and the brook which runs
to Abbotstone on the other’ (BL: Add MS 70511). This places the land in question on the
east side of the Itchen and Waverley’s grange on the same side. Finally, Deveson argues that
as Waverley was liable in 1340–1 for tax on land in Micheldever parish the grange must have
been on that side. This could, however, refer to the land bought from Roger de Totford.
Although the tenement itself was in Swarraton village (on the east side of the river), which
is the location of the hamlet of Totford, Totford Farm lies on the west side so all or part of
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Fig 30 Waverley Abbey estates. Swarraton boundary (© Crown copyright Ordnance Survey. All rights reserved)

this land could have been on that side. This may also be why both Swarraton and
Micheldever are mentioned in the crown grant to Sir William Fitzwilliam, the former being
the grange, the latter being the Totford land on the Northington side of the Itchen in
Micheldever hundred.
Until it was demolished in 1849, the Norman church of St Andrew at Swarraton stood at
SU 568 366 (VCHHants, 4, 195; Hampshire AHBR: 18114) and c1910 there were building
platforms nearby indicating a shrunken settlement (Hampshire AHBR: 22506). It is likely
though that the grange buildings would have been on the site of Swarraton Farm at SU 579
368.
Nineteenth century arable fields named Cow Down and Sheep Land here show where
former pasture has been ploughed up for use as arable, a reversal of the usual practice of
converting arable land to pasture.
DUMMER (DUMNORA, DUNMERE), HAMPSHIRE (SU 591 446)

Dummer Grange is 6km south-west of Basingstoke and 37km by road from Waverley. The
grange was confirmed in the 1189 charter. Its value was given as £2 in the Taxation Roll of
1291, rising to £2 10s by 1535.
The present house is of early 17th century date (Hampshire AHBR: 28948). PostDissolution the estate appears to have fluctuated in size, being 326 acres (132ha) in a lease
of 1752 (HRO: 55M67/T16), 415 acres (168ha) when offered for sale in 1829 (HRO:
10M57/SP365) and 410 acres (166 ha) when put up for sale again in 1881 (HRO:
10M57/SP374). Differences between pre- and post-19th century acreages may be due to the
use of customary acres before c1810 and statute acres after that date.
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Fig 31 Waverley Abbey estates.
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When the tithes for the parish of Dummer were apportioned in 1837, parcels totalling 304
acres (123ha) surrounding Dummer Grange were tithe-free and are likely to have formed
the original Waverley holding. There are another 34 acres (13.7ha) of land, which may have
been part of the original estate bringing the total to 339 acres 3 rods 22 perches (137.5ha;
appendix 12, see Endnote) (fig 31).
The area was 80% arable in 1837; the highest percentage of arable land in any of
Waverley’s granges at the time and the area is still largely arable today. Given the paucity
of decent arable land on Waverley granges it is likely that cereals were grown here in the
abbey’s day. There was certainly a barn at Dummer Grange because a dispute heard on 5
November 1276 between the abbot of Waverley and Henry de Kemesey concerned tithes
stored in Dummer Grange (HRO: 8M68/1).
The current house at Dummer Grange dates to the early 17th century (Hampshire AHBR:
2242). The same report notes that an excavation in the garden at Dummer Grange in the
1950s revealed areas of burnt flagstones and roof tiles and a hoard of silver coins, the majority
being those of Charles I, suggesting deposition during the Civil War. Given the topography
of the estate the medieval grange buildings were almost certainly on the same site as the
existing house.
LAGA (SAGA)

The grange at Laga (or Saga) was confirmed by the 1189 charter but in no later documents.
Its location is unknown.
TONGHAM (TUANGHAM), SURREY (SU 883 486)

Tongham is 8km north of Waverley by road. The charter confirmed land at Tongham to
the abbey – this was Tongham Grange, a name preserved as Grange Farm today (VCH, 2,
618). The holding does not appear on the 1291 Taxation Roll but is recorded in the Valor at
£2 13s 4d and in the crown grant as Zele (Seale). The estate was joined with Tongham Manor
in around 1566 but split up again at a later date.
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The introduction to the Seale and Tongham tithe apportionment shows that land claiming
to be tithe free (other than glebe land) totalling 31 acres 2 rods 1 perch (12.5ha) was occupied
by Charles Brown and James Lane. In fact the original estate would have been rather larger,
more like the 151 acres (61ha; appendix 13, see Endnote) (fig 32) that comprised Grange Farm
on the plan of the parish of Seale and Tongham made in the early 19th century by William
Newland (SHC: 5143/2). There are a number of tithe-free fields outside the contiguous
holding of Messrs Brown and Lane. The existence of these, and field-names such as Great
Grange and Little Grange, which appear on Newland’s parish plan and later, divided, in the
tithe apportionment show that the larger area was once Waverley land. Indeed, Waverley’s
grange may have been larger still. Parcel 355 on Newland’s parish map is named Waverley
Field and accessed by Waverley Lane. However, this track led directly from Waverley Field
to the road running south to Waverley Abbey, so both lane and field may have been named
for their geographical relationship to the abbey rather than their ownership.

500m
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Fig 32 Waverley Abbey estates. Tongham boundary (© Crown copyright Ordnance Survey. All rights reserved)
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In 1839 over half this land was arable and at least part of it was under the plough before
the Dissolution as an archaeological investigation at SU 8872 4976 revealed a plough-soil
containing two sherds of medieval pottery (Surrey HER: 5379), presumably the result of
manuring.
The area has been subject to extensive gravel working and is built up today.
DODDINGTON (DODINGDONA)

Land at Doddington was confirmed by the charter as the gift of Robert de Venuz (see
Swarraton, above). The holding does not appear in either the 1291 Taxation Roll or the Valor.
There are no settlements with similar names in the areas where Waverley had other holdings.
BUTTELE, HAMPSHIRE

The charter mentions land between Buttele and a wood at Netham called the Hoo. Butley
was recorded as part of the manor of Alton Westbrook in the quit rents for 1867/68 (HRO:
4M51/69–70) The land does not feature in either the 1291 Taxation Roll, the Valor or the crown
grant. It is probable this was a small parcel of land that became part of the Neatham estate.
EBBESBURNE, WILTSHIRE (ST 984 218)

The charter confirmed one hide (100–120 acres; 40–48.5ha) at Ebbesburne. The parish of
Bishopstone in the Ebble valley is 8km south-west of Salisbury and was known as
Ebbesbourne in the early 10th century. It became Bishop’s Ebbesbourne in the early Middle
Ages to distinguish it from the nearby Ebbesburne Wake. The Waverley land was confirmed
as a hide in the late 13th century when it was held by a tenant at 20s a year (Feet of Fines
Wilts, 1272–1327, 30). The property appears in the Valor as Crowcheston where it is valued
at £1. Modern Croucheston is a small hamlet just south of the village of Bishopstone.
GAVELTHERS AND LOSTHELA

The charter records ‘land between Gavelthers and Losthela’ as being the gift of William de
Venuz, son of Robert (see Doddington, above). This is the only reference to Waverley’s
ownership of the land, but in 1584, Joan, wife of Thomas Matthew, was admitted to 6½ acres
(2.6ha) in the common fields of Alton, 2½ acres (1ha) of which were in Gavelersh, alias Galls
(HRO: 13M87/1). The crown grant to Sir William Fitzwilliam refers to rights in Alton and
this is probably the same property. The name does not appear in the tithe apportionment
for Alton so the exact location is uncertain. If the 6½ acres were in the common fields of
Alton, it is likely that Gavelersh was either the name of one of the common fields or one of
the furlongs. This may also be the case with Losthela. These names would probably have
fallen out of use when the common fields were enclosed.
WISHANGER (WISHANG), HAMPSHIRE (SU 838 388)

A charter of Richard de Toclive, Bishop of Winchester, granted the abbey part of his land
at Wishangle, which lay ‘towards the forest, and the land of the monks themselves, which
was called Dochenfield’ (Dugdale 1817, 5, 242). Toclive was bishop between 1174 and 1189
and the gift was confirmed by the 1189 charter so it must have been made during that period.
A document of 13 January 1593 (HRO: 9M51/32–3) records the manor of Wishanger as
comprising 6 messuages, 6 tofts, 6 gardens, 6 orchards, 200 acres arable, 30 acres meadow,
100 acres pasture, 30 acres wood, 200 acres heath, 30 acres of marsh (total 238.8ha).
Wishanger Lane connects Wishanger Lodge with Wishanger Lake, Wishanger Common and
Wishanger Farm in an area 1km south-east of Dockenfield Manor. This may be the property
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referred to in the crown grant to Sir William Fitzwilliam as Frensham. If not, it may have
been disposed of or subsumed within the grange at Dockenfield.
WORPLESDON, SURREY (SU 986 515)

During the reign of King John (1199–1216), Gilbert de Basseville, lord of the manor of
Worplesdon, gave the abbey a piece of land called ‘la Neue Rude’ (AnnWav, fol 100b). The
name probably means ‘the new clearing’ from rı̄ed or *rod(u) ‘clearing’, cf Rhode Farm in
Selborne, Hampshire (Coates 1989, 138). The property does not appear in the Valor, but is
noted in the crown grant to Sir William Fitzwilliam as one of the manors in which the abbey
had rights.
MIDHURST, SUSSEX (SU 885 213)

During the reign of Richard I (1189–99) Enjuger de Bohun granted to Waverley a rent of
one mark (13s 4d) from a mill in Midhurst (BL: Harl Ch 46 F, 182). When Sir John de Bohun
died in 1284 he owned both the north and south mills at Midhurst and as the north mill was
worth 40s and the south 6s 8d (CalIPM, ii, 53) it is probable that it was the north mill from
which Waverley enjoyed the rent. The rental was transferred by Waverley to the bishop of
Durham in 1289 (ibid, 45 A, 29).
SHAW (SCHAWE, SHAWE), BERKSHIRE (SU 485 707)

Shaw is immediately south of Curridge and therefore 60km from Waverley by road. In 1199,
Adam son of Phareman sold John, Abbot of Waverley, a virgate of land in Shaw, subsequently
referred to as Shaw Grange (Hunter 1835–44, 1, 107). This was confirmed in 1206 and
restored to the abbey in 1345 after it had been seized by the escheator in Berkshire.
In the Taxation Roll of 1291 it is recorded as ‘Salisbury, Shawe’ at £5 0s 0d, making it one
of Waverley’s more valuable holdings at the time, possibly due to the high proportion of arable
land there (79% in 1838). In the Valor it is recorded as ‘the manor farm of Shawe’ and brought
in a rent of £5 6s 8d. The crown grant to Sir William Fitzwilliam describes the land as ‘The
manor of Shawe in County Berkshire’.
The land was eventually attached to the manor of Courage, which abutted Shaw to the
north, the two centres being just over 1km apart (see above) and the whole referred to as
Shaw Grange. The boundary between the two estates can still be seen as an unploughed
headland. The farmhouse at Shaw is still known as Grange Farm and is almost certainly
where the original grange buildings would have been. When the tithe apportionments were
drawn up in 1838 there were parcels named Grange Field (parcel 26) and Grange Wood
(parcel 26a). Parcel 2, Purgatory, was probably so-called because of the poverty of the soil
or its difficulty to plough rather than any ecclesiastical connection. In 1838 the owner of Shaw
was Janet Lawrence Bebb and the extent of the manor was 250 acres (101ha; appendix 14,
see Endnote) (fig 33).
ROGATE, WEST SUSSEX (SU 778 233)

Rogate is 6km east of Petersfield and 36km by road from Waverley. A portion of the manor
of Rogate held by Thomas de Aseville of Geldwin passed to the Abbey of Waverley (VCH,
4, 25) and by the early 13th century the abbey was leasing it to Robert de Rogate for 73s 4d
(BL: Add MS 5690, fol 69). This rent was still being paid to Waverley from Rogate at the
Dissolution (Valor, ii, 35) when the manor was granted to Sir William FitzWilliam who also
took the site of Durford Abbey (LPFD, xii (2), 1008 (19)). The manor eventually came into
the hands of the crown and was combined with the manor of Fyning, said in 1614 to have
been part of the Waverley estate (TNA: C 66, ser 2, cccxliv, 58) but in 1421 said to be held
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Fig 33 Waverley Abbey estates. Shaw
boundary (© Crown copyright
Ordnance Survey. All rights reserved)
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by Durford Abbey (TNA: C 66, 9 Hen V, no 2). Rogate is not recorded in the 1291 Taxation
Roll but appears in the Valor at a value of £3 13s 4d.
At the time of the tithe apportionment in 1843 (appendix 15, see Endnote) Henry Legge
owned this part of Rogate. The area under Legge’s ownership was 610 acres (247ha) (fig 34),
but it must be considered that a proportion of this area may have been part of the home
estate of Durford Abbey, which also went to Fitzwilliam. The original holding may therefore
have been smaller and its centre further to the north.
Parcel 658 in the tithe apportionment for Rogate parish is Pigeon Paddock. Given that
the area is close to the buildings of Durford Abbey Farm it is quite possible that there was a
dovecote on the site. However, as the land use in 1843 was arable it may be that this field
was particularly badly plagued by pigeons.
HOOGSHOT (OXSHOTT, STOKEDABORNE), SURREY (TQ 145 605)

Oxshott is 2km north-east of Stoke d’Abernon and 42km from Waverley by road. At some
time in the 13th century Gilbert D’Abernon granted lands and pasture in the manor of
Ockshot in the parish of Stoke d’Abernon (BL: Add Ch 5528–5538). The property does not
appear in the Taxation Roll of 1291. However, it appears in the Valor as Hoogshot and is valued
at £4 while in the crown grant to Sir William Fitzwilliam it appears as Stokedaborne.
Baigent (1883, 180) refers to a document in the British Museum (BL: Add Ch no 5548)
dated 28 December 1282. In this the monks are granted permission by Sir John de Abernon
to take turf from his wood of Stokewood to repair the boundary between that wood and their
land. A document of 1590 (SHC: 212/96/2a-b) refers to the sale of a parcel of land at Oxshott
Grange and refers to Byrds Hill as one of the boundaries of the land. Birds Hill Road runs
north–south about 0.5km from the western edge of the part of Prince’s Coverts called Stoke
Wood. This places the Waverley holding to the west of Stoke Wood, somewhere in the vicinity
of Birds Hill.
When the tithe apportionments for Stoke d’Abernon parish were published in 1846
(appendix 16, see Endnote), William Robert Weston owned the land immediately to the west
of Stoke Wood in the vicinity of Birds Hill. This comprised 97 acres (39ha), 80% of which
was pasture (fig 35).
The location of Ockshot Grange itself is not clear. Malden (VCH, 3, 459, quoting TNA:
C 66, ser 2, cccclxvii, 14) records that there was a house called Ockshot Grange occupied
by the Vincent family during the reign of Charles I, but does not give a location. Parcel 236
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Fig 34 Waverley Abbey estates.
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in the tithe apportionment is referred to as ‘Garden & Ruins’, but these do not appear on
the 1836 1 inch to 1 mile OS map and a search of other documentary sources has not revealed
any further references to them. This plot is some way to the south of Weston’s land, so if
these were the ruins of Ockshot Grange the estate was larger than his 97 acres (39ha). The
area is mainly built up today.
GRAFHAM GRANGE, DUNSFOLD, SURREY (TQ 018 415)

This house in the parish of Dunsfold, 5km south-east of Godalming was held by the abbey
and rented to Walter de Graffham by Walter Giffard, Abbot of Waverley in 1236–51 for a
rent of 16s per annum. The property appears in the crown grant to Sir William Fitzwilliam
as Godalmyn. The rent was still being paid to the manor of Markwick in 1808 (VCH, 3, 94).
The present house dates from 1854 (Pevsner & Nairn 1971, 261).
COMPTON, SURREY (SU 966 474)

In 1260, Hugh de Polsted gave Inwood in Compton to Waverley, frankalmoign with liberty
to enclose it. Although there is an Inwood Copse at SU 913 486 in Wanborough, this holding
is more likely to have been nearer to Polsted Manor.
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Fig 35 Waverley Abbey estates. Oxshott boundary (© Crown copyright Ordnance Survey. All rights reserved)

The Taxation Roll of 1291
In 1291 Pope Nicholas IV undertook a valuation of all ecclesiastical properties in England
and Wales for taxation purposes (Taxation Roll: 13, 109, 139, 192, 196, 206, 215) The annual
rents for Waverley Abbey’s estates amounted to £98 1s 8d with a single grange, Neatham,
accounting for over half the amount at £53 6s 8d. This was a small amount by monastic
standards but as Malden (VCH, 2, 79) points out, other houses that were better endowed
sometimes failed and it was the stewardship of the house that determined its success. The
full entry for Waverley Abbey is as follows, its temporal, as opposed to its spiritual, properties
are listed:
Lond. Temp.
In parocia S. Andr. Holborn
Norwic. Temp.
In parocia S. Cutberti
In Gernemut. Magna de Redd.
Cicestre. Temp.
In Abinton de Redd.
Sarum. Temp.
Schawe
In temp. ejusdem in Schawe
Winton. Temp.
In Waneberg, quod taxatur
Exeneford, quod taxatur
Hoggesheth, quod taxatur
In Nathan, quod taxat. ad
Borgate, quod taxat. ad
Nutshelne, quod taxat. ad
Dummere, quod taxat. ad
Sarneton, quod taxat. ad
Berton, quod taxat. ad
Dokkenesfelde
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BURGATE (BORGATE, MERKWYKE, MARKEWEKE & MONKENHAKE), SURREY (SU 994 382)

Borgate is listed in the 1291 Taxation Roll at £10 0s 0d making it the second most valuable
of Waverley’s granges at the time. The estate is listed in the Valor as Merkwyke at a value of
£3 19s 11d. In the crown grant to Sir William Fitzwilliam it features as the manor of
Markeweke and Monkenhake. Burgate is the only one of Waverley’s granges to suffer such
a drop in value between 1291 and 1535 and it is possible that the monks sold or lost some
of the land, perhaps after the Black Death of 1348. In 1346, the abbot of Waverley proved
his claim to view of frankpledge in his manor of Bramley, which Malden (VCH, 3, 78, n 16)
takes to be Markwick and Monkenhook. As Bramley is not mentioned in the Valor it could
be that it was included as part of Markwick in 1291 and sold, lost or exchanged between
1346 and 1535. The crown grant to Sir William Fitzwilliam mentions ‘rights’ in Alford. Alfold
is the parish in which the manor of Bramley is situated, and as the same document also refers
to Markwick and Monkenhook it is possible that Alford should be identified with Bramley.
The size of the manor is difficult to work out. There is no tithe-free land excepting
glebelands in the tithe apportionment for the parish of 1839. At that time, Markwick Farm
– the name means ‘place on the boundary’, (Gover et al 1969, 243) – straddled Godalming
and Hascombe parishes and comprised 189 acres, 2 rods, and 34 perches (76.5ha; appendix
17, see Endnote) (fig 36). The Borgate name survives in Burgate House and Little Burgate
Farm, Markwick as Markwick Farm and Markwick Lane. Monkenhook, literally ‘farm on
the spur of land belonging to the monks’ (ibid, 223) may survive as Hookhouse Farm and
Hookhouse Hanger, or as Monckton Hook, 1km south-west of Alford.
There are three possible locations for the grange buildings: Burgate Farm, Markwick Farm
and Burgate House. Of these, the latter seems the most likely. It is on the spring line and
connected to Markwick Lane by a hollow-way that formed the northern boundary of the
estate and has clearly been in use for centuries. Just to the west of Burgate House and to the
south of the hollow way is parcel 2124, called Coney Burrow in the tithe apportionment of
1839. The soil is extremely sandy here, a perfect location for the grange’s warren.
Today, the fields are arable on the lower ground and pasture on the rising ground to the
north. In 1839 the land was 77% arable and the upper fields may well have been ploughed
when in Waverley’s ownership. Aerial photographs (NMR: Run 99, no 91, 1971 ser; Line
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Fig 36 Waverley Abbey estates. Burgate boundary
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18 89 88 19, 1988 ser) show large areas of ridge-and-furrow and the 1988 series shows what
appears to be an enclosure close to Burgate House.
BERTON

Waverley’s ownership of Berton is only recorded by that name in the 1291 Taxation Roll where
it was valued at £6 13s 4d making it joint third most valuable of Waverley’s holdings at that
time. The land did not appear among Waverley’s holdings in the Valor but in the crown grant
to Sir William Fitzwilliam reference is made to South Stonham. South Stoneham is a large
parish stretching along the river Itchen from Southampton to Eastleigh. The manor of Barton
in this parish was owned by the Peverel family in the 13th and 14th centuries and there
appears to be no documentary evidence for Waverley’s ownership of land there at the time.
Even if it is conceded that this is the Berton in the Taxation Roll, the problem remains of why
the estate is absent from the Valor but appears just a year later in the crown grant.
It is possible that the rights in South Stoneham mentioned in the crown grant refer to
another, smaller, property and not the grange of Berton, and that Waverley had divested
itself of that property between 1291 and 1535. If this is the case the most likely candidate for
Berton’s location is Barton Stacey in Hampshire, often referred to as Berton or Berton Sacy
in medieval records. An inquisition of 1423 gives the extent of the manor as 620 acres (251ha),
which would be consistent with the value accorded to Berton by the Taxation Roll. When the
tithes were apportioned for Barton Stacey in 1840 there were 386 acres 1 rood 33 perches
of land (156ha) ‘free of tithes of Corn Grain, Hay, Wood and Wool’ (other tithes still had to
be paid to the vicar). The 65 acres 2 roods 15 perches (26ha) of tithe-free land in Bransbury
tithing, which included a plot called Monk Meadow in 1840, was owned at one time by the
Priory of St Swithun, Winchester.
Perhaps more probable is the idea that Berton was one of Waverley’s other properties by
another name. There are eight granges mentioned before and after the Taxation Roll but not
in that document itself: Boyatt, Curridge, Northolt, Rogate, Riehull, Tongham, Oxshott and
Rogate. Of these, only Burgate is valued at more than £10 in the Valor and as Waverley’s
fourth most valuable property at the time it suggests itself as a likely candidate for Berton.
However, there seems to be no documentary evidence to support this suggestion and more
work will be needed if it is to be proved either way.
SMALLER PROPERTIES ON THE TAXATION ROLL

Many of Waverley’s granges do not feature on the Taxation Roll, presumably because they
had been exempted from tax at some time prior to 1291. Several of the smaller properties
will not have been valuable enough to tax. Five smaller properties do feature however, they
are:
Abinton (Yapton), West Sussex
Waverley owned property in Abinton in the diocese of Chichester valued on the Taxation Roll
at £1. This is the village elsewhere called Abytone or Abiton and referred to in the Valor as
Yapton, Waverley’s property there being valued at 16s. The village of Yapton is 5km northeast of Bognor Regis.
Great Yarmouth, Norfolk
The abbey owned property valued at 13s 4d in Gernemut in the diocese of Norwich. This
is Great Yarmouth, the town being a Saxon foundation called Jiermud or Jernemutha. From
its foundation the town was known for the catching and salting of fish and it is highly likely
that Waverley’s property there, in common with those of Fountains and other houses, was
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originally set up to facilitate the export of wool, the purchase of fish and the transport of these
to the abbey.
Hoggesbeth, Alton, Hampshire
Waverley owned property worth £1 at Hoggesbeth. Although there are no settlements of
that name today the most likely location for the property is in Alton. The tithe
apportionments for Alton parish record eight fields totalling 20 acres (8ha) with variations
of the name Hog’s Path. These fields were less than 2km from Neatham grange and may
have been farmed from there.
Holborn, London (TQ 314 815)
The abbey owned property, probably a tenement, in the parish of St Andrew Holborn
amounting to 1s 8d per annum. The Valor notes property in London to the value of £1. St
Andrew’s church stands at the western end of Holborn Viaduct by Holborn Circus.
Thetford, Norfolk
Waverley owned property valued at 6s 8d in the parish of St Cuthbert’s in the diocese of
Norwich. There are only two churches in Norfolk dedicated to St Cuthbert. That in
Sprowston was built in 1880 so it is likely that Waverley’s property was in St Cuthbert’s,
Thetford, a town on the Little Ouse river, 150km from London. The property almost certainly
took the form of a tenement or tenements.
By the time of the Taxation Roll, Waverley had acquired all its major holdings and was to
gain only four more, relatively modest properties, before its dissolution.
SMALLER PROPERTIES ACQUIRED AFTER 1291

Offington, West Sussex (TQ 146 043)
In the late 13th or early 14th century William de Offington granted 5 acres (2ha) of his
demesne in Offington in the parish of Broadwater to Waverley Abbey (BL: Harl Ch 79 E
12). Although it does not appear in the Valor with the four other Sussex holdings it is listed
in the crown grant with them as Offyngton (WSRO: Cowdray, i, p 91).
Southwark, London (TQ 326 803) (prior to 1965 Southwark was in Surrey)
The only contemporary documentary evidence we have is that a messuage in Southwark was
conveyed to the abbot of Waverley Abbey in 1309 (VCH, 2, 127) and according to Stow (1598,
2, 56) Waverley had an inn in the borough. It was common practice for religious houses to
have a property in Southwark, the bishop of Winchester’s palace being the most famous
example. In additional to rentals the building may have been used by the abbot on his annual
visit to the Grand Chapter at Citeaux. If the property had a waterfront it may also have been
used for the export of wool and/or as a landing place for boats bringing fish from the seaports.
Fish may also have been bought from the London markets and transported to the abbey and
granges from this property.
Bramley, Surrey
The abbey’s liberties in Bramley were confirmed by Edward III and in 1346 the abbot of
Waverley proved his claim to view of frankpledge in his ‘manor of Bramley’. This is probably
Bramley in Surrey, 3.2km east of Godalming (CalPat, 1345–8, 220). As the manor does not
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appear in the 1291 Taxation Roll or the Valor it could have been a part of Markwick and
Monkenhook (see above) some 3km to the south-west.
Farnham, Surrey (SU 836 450)
In 1362 John de Netherhaven granted lands in Farnham for the yearly celebration of his
anniversary (AnnMon, ii, 354). These comprised one messuage, 80 acres of arable, 2 of
meadow, 16 of moor, 3 of heath (total 40.5ha) and rents of 30s 4d in Farnham. The holding
is not recorded in the Valor but the crown grant to Fitzwilliam mentions ‘rights in Farneham’.
As this was a late gift there are no tithe-free areas to identify on the tithe apportionments for
Farnham parish and searches for John de Netherhaven’s holdings prior to 1363 have proved
fruitless.
THE VALOR ECCLESIASTICUS 1535
The Valor Ecclesiasticus was a survey of church finances commissioned by Henry VIII in order
to assess the new taxes on the church created after the split with Rome in 1534. It listed the
rental values of the major holdings of Waverley Abbey (excepting mills) as follows:

Netham
Wanborowe
Dokkynfold
Bovyate
Swarveton
Shawe
Oxford
Nutshawe
Hoogshott
Northolte
Merkwyck (in the neighbourhood of Hambledon)
Rogate
Tongham
Dunmere
Pepharow

£
55
35
15
13
6
5
4
4
4
4
3
3
2
2
1

s
16
8
2
18
6
6
13
3
0
0
19
13
13
10
6

d
6
6
0
0½
8
8
4
4
0
0
11
4
4
0
8

The Valor lists three small properties not recorded as belonging to Waverley before 1535:
Chichester, West Sussex
Chichester is one of four Waverley holdings in Sussex recorded in the Valor, the others being
Rogate, Northolt and Yapton. As the value of the property in 1535 was only 3s 4d it was
probably a tenement.
Berford, Wiltshire
This is one of two Waverley properties listed as being in Wiltshire. It is presumably Burford,
which was in Wiltshire in 1535 but is now in Oxfordshire after boundary changes. The rental
value was 12s.
Crowcheston
See Ebbesburne, above
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Mills
Although each grange would have needed the means to grind grain – either by hand, horse
mill, watermill or windmill (Bond 2005, 310) – the Valor mentions three mills in particular
from which the abbey was receiving an income. These are Wanford Myll at £2 10s and
Wadon Myll and Owt Myll at £4 each. Wanford is Tilford Mill, the bridge at Waneford is
mentioned in the foundation charter and the mill is marked as Wanford Mill on Seller’s map
of 1679.
The location of Owt (Old?) Mill is unclear although Simmonds (1968, 8) suggests it may
have been either Woodmead or High Mill in Farnham. Wadon is almost certainly Weydon
Mill, one of six mills in Farnham mentioned in Domesday and owned by the bishops of
Winchester. Waverley was renting a fulling mill from the bishop at least as early as 1231; the
pipe rolls for that year record a rent of 10s, rising to 20s the next year (Brooks 1990, 70).
This was probably Hatch Mill as Weydon Mill was still grinding corn at that date and was
not converted to fulling until 1359 (ibid, 69).
THE CROWN GRANT TO SIR WILLIAM FITZWILLIAM, 1536

William Ayling, the last abbot attested the figures in the Valor when the abbey was dissolved
in 1536. The total rental value was £197 13s 10½d. Outgoings were £22 5s 8d, so the clear
income of the abbey was £174 8s 3½d (Valor). On 20 July 1537 the abbey was dissolved and
granted to Sir William Fitzwilliam, treasurer of the King’s household and afterwards Earl of
Southampton. West Sussex Record Office holds two versions of the crown grant, from the
Cowdray manuscripts. The first, dated 20 July 1536 (WSRO: Cowdray/5177) reads as follows:
In consideration of good service, to Sir William Fitzwilliam K.G., Comptroller of the
Household. The site of the Abbey of the Blessed Mary of Waverley, co. Surrey, and the
following possessions of Waverley Abbey – the Manors of Waverley, Wanborowe,
Markeweke and Monkenhake, all in co. Surrey; the rectories of Waverley and
Wanborowe; the manors of Neteham, Sawroton and Boviat, all in co. Southampton;
the manor of (Dockenfield) in cos. Surrey and Southampton; the manor of Shawe in
co. Berkshire; rights in Waverley, Stokedaborne, Shallefford, Alford, Wytteley and Zele,
Southworke, Godalmyn, Wokyng, Worplesdon, Farneham, Elstede, Puttenham,
Peperharowe and (Frensham) all in co. Surrey; Haliboum, Alton, Mycheldever, South
Stonam, Asshe, Dumm’and (Frinsham) all in co. Southampton; and Westdene, Rogate,
Yeapton, Chichestr’ and Offyngton all in co. Sussex.
The word ‘rights’ in front of the final list of names indicates that at least some of them are
advowsons and rights to minerals, wood, etc, rather than actual properties. However, the
second version of the grant dated 1 July 1538 (WSRO: SAS-BA/16) has the wording ‘all
manors, messuages, lands, tenements etc.’ rather than ‘rights’ so the point is moot. Only
Shalford and Woking have not been covered in the accounts of Waverley’s holdings above
and the abbey’s association with them is obscure. The parish of Shalford lies to the southeast of Guildford on the river Wey. There is no prior reference to Waverley’s relationship
with the area and as Sir William Fitzwilliam had already inherited part of the manor before
the Dissolution it may be that the reference is a mistake made in the copy of the crown grant.
There is no other documentary evidence of Waverley’s connection with Woking.
The second version of the crown grant adds two more names – Donfeld in Surrey and
Bensted in Hampshire. Donfeld is probably another reference to Dockenfield although as
the manor itself is also recorded the reference must be to other rights. Binsted is a village in
Hampshire about 12km south-west of Waverley Abbey. Again, there is no other documentary
evidence to connect it with Waverley.
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Conclusion
If our medieval monastic foundations are to be remembered as more than charming ruins,
work must be done on their wider estates to show the effects they had on life and landscape
outside the precinct walls. The majority of abbeys are known more for their churches and
cloistral buildings than for their estates and this is particularly true of foundations such as
Waverley where little remains in the way of documentary evidence. Prior to this, therefore,
the estates of Waverley Abbey had not been studied in any detail.
Defining the boundaries of the home estate and granges was a lengthy task, but it was
essential if further work was to be possible. The descents of the estates were checked, their
areas and boundaries confirmed using estate documents, tithe apportionments and maps, and
their boundaries superimposed on modern Ordnance Survey maps. With the exception of
the home estate, this may be the first time these boundaries have been drawn and without
this no further study could be done.
The confirmation of the locations and boundaries of Waverley’s holdings allowed the
usual techniques of desktop and landscape archaeology to be embarked upon. By studying
the tithe maps and apportionments for each location, early 19th century land use was
confirmed and models built for possible pre-Dissolution use. Searches were made of the
relevant county Historic Environment Records for references to archaeological sites
and standing buildings and those that could be positively connected to the abbey were
discussed in the text.
Site visits were made to the home estate and a number of the granges and any points of
interest discussed in the text. On the home estate especially, these visits revealed a wealth of
material including part of the original boundary wall; a possible fish weir; a building platform
associated with the fishponds; a possible light industrial site; a water meadow system of
possible Tudor or medieval date; likely sites of extraction of building materials and a
previously unknown mill building and leat. Though discoveries at the granges were fewer,
they included a dovecote of possible medieval date and a possible chain of previously
unknown fishponds.
From a starting point of little more than the list of holdings published in the Valor
Ecclesiasticus, we now have a much clearer idea of where Waverley’s estates were; of what
they comprised; what land use would have been possible prior to the Dissolution and what
archaeological sites and standing buildings are present. This material adds considerably to
our knowledge of Waverley Abbey, but more importantly it opens the door to more study
in both the documentary and archaeological fields.
Documentary study of such a large number of diverse estates could be endless. More
detailed study of the descent of the various granges would answer a number of questions,
including why the value of granges such as Dockenfield and Boyatt increased by such a large
margin between 1291 and 1536. It might also confirm whether the drop in value of Markwick
was due to the sale of land at Bramley. The locations of some holdings have yet to be defined
precisely. There is a need to confirm the extent of the lands at Rogate, especially the question
of where Durford Abbey’s lands ended and Waverley’s began. Locations for Waverley’s
smaller holdings at Doddington, Farnham, Holborn, Norwich, Quidhampton and Southwark
are also needed.
The most useful field archaeological work could be done on the home estate. Brakspear’s
excavations covered a large area around the abbey church and cloister, but they failed to
find the precinct wall and main gate, both of which might be located using geophysical survey
unless the landscaping of the grounds of Waverley House has disturbed the ground too much.
There are two areas with great archaeological potential near the centre of the estate that
Brakspear did not investigate at all. The complex of fishponds and related building platforms
immediately to the east of the cloistral buildings needs to be surveyed in order to show how
the fishponds worked, what their capacity and production potential were and how the
buildings related to them.
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Geophysical survey, especially of the building at SU 8707 4504, may provide evidence of
their original purpose. Excavation of the area may not be permitted since it is Scheduled,
but excavation would be possible on the bank facing the precinct at SU 871 452 and could
confirm that this was the location of the abbey’s fish weir. The other area of as great or even
greater interest is that of the water meadows to the west of the abbey and the mill-workings
to the south-west. The main objective here would be to confirm date(s) of construction and
ascertain whether the two projects were part of the same, contemporary, scheme.
Closer study of the building materials and techniques used in the sluices and floating of
the water meadows and the building platform at the mill could provide a broad date and
excavation may give us an accurate date. There are many archaeological opportunities on
Waverley’s outlying estates and only a few can be mentioned here. Some aerial photographs
were studied and note taken of references to crop marks in HER records, but a thorough
study of the available photography would be beneficial. This may lead at the very least to
the identification of more ridge-and-furrow and would help provide an estimate of the
proportion of grazing land that was formerly cultivated. It may also pick up other signs of
human intervention in the landscape, such as structures in fields and even farm buildings
close to the centres of the granges. Examples have been given of evidence of ridge-and-furrow
and assarting from modern maps, and further study of maps of the areas identified would
add to our knowledge of these practices on land formerly under Waverley’s control.
Field walking has been carried out on Waverley land, but the area covered is very small.
Scattered finds of medieval pottery from field walks would provide evidence of manuring and
concentrations of finds could identify former places of habitation.
Although few standing buildings of medieval date remain in the areas identified as
Waverley land, there is still work for the standing buildings archaeologist to do. Neatham
Manor is the only extant medieval domestic building identified and study of its phases of
growth would confirm the history of the building and help us understand how it relates to
the history of the abbey. For post-Dissolution buildings such as Dummer Grange and
Wanborough Manor, study of the cellars may reveal whether there had been a medieval
building on the site. This could be checked at smaller buildings such as Waverley and Tilford
Mills and Sheephatch Farm. Study of the dovecote of disputed age at Neatham and the stone
and brick sluice above the medieval dam north of Tilford Mill may also give more accurate
dates for these structures. Geophysical survey of fields close to the centres of Waverley’s
granges could reveal previously unidentified buildings. Measured surveys would be equally
helpful at the granges and may provide the same sort of information for the fishpond at
Wanborough and the possible fishponds at Royal Farm as it would for those on the home
estate. This has been a brief review of the possibilities for further archaeological work on
Waverley’s estates and it can only give a few examples of what could be done. The key is
that the groundwork of locating and defining the constituent parts of the estate has been done,
and it is to be hoped that archaeological work will follow with a view to learning more about
the workings and potential of the estate.
Endnote
The appendices listed below are available on the Archaeology Data Service website
(http://ads.ahds.ac.uk/catalogue/library/surreyac/v95.cfm). Copies of this material will also
be deposited with the Society’s library, Guildford and the Historic Environment Record,
Woking. Photocopies can also be supplied by post – enquiries should be addressed to the
Hon Editors, Surrey Archaeological Society, Castle Arch, Guildford GU1 3SX.
APPENDIX
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2
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Waverley tithe apportionment and map
Wanborough land use
Neatham land use and tithe apportionment
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12
13
14
15
16
17
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Northolt tithe apportionment and map
Oxenford tithe apportionment and map
Riehull tithe apportionment and map
Curridge tithe apportionment and map
Nutshelf tithe apportionment and map
Dockenﬁeld tithe apportionment and map
Boyatt tithe apportionment and map
Swarraton Grange tithe apportionment and map
Dummer tithe apportionment and map
Tongham tithe apportionment and map
Shaw tithe apportionment and map
Rogate tithe apportionment and map
Ockshott (Oxshott) tithe apportionment and map
Merwick (Burgate) tithe apportionments and map
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